
Reducing worker travel in 
foodservice distribution

A software approach to optimizing labor
Some foodservice DCs are experimenting with robotic solutions or other capital-intensive 
automation with a goal of reducing warehouse labor cost and labor availability dependencies. This 
approach is not only expensive but projects often take years to complete. But what if you could 
get more work done with less workers by reducing wasted in-warehouse worker travel? And... you 
could get a solution up and running in a few months?

Through the AI-based Lucas Dynamic Work Optimization software, we can reduce in-warehouse 
worker travel 30-70 percent in picking operations. More than two dozen DCs are using this 
technology today. Many have doubled productivity in piece picking, while others have seen double-
digit productivity gains in case picking. This software approach to travel reduction does not require 
any new automation systems or changes to warehouse layouts or storage systems. And the same 
technology can be used to automate robots and people, working together.

This paper reviews common approaches to reducing travel in distribution center operations, 
and describes how AI-based travel optimization can be used, either alone or alongside other in-
warehouse travel reduction strategies and technologies.



The labor shortage is nationwide, but it’s especially serious in the warehousing and distribution 
sector. According to Open Sky Group, there are roughly 500,000 open warehouse jobs with another 
half a million open jobs projected over the next three to five years. 

Labor productivity, speed, and accuracy has never been more critical in foodservice distribution 
as the industry struggles to hire and retain workers amid tight labor markets and rising wages. 
Adding to the challenge, demand for warehouse workers continues to grow as companies build 
new distribution centers and expand existing facilities to satisfy SKU proliferation driven by 
the growing demand for healthy, organic, specialty, and premium foods. According to research 
by Technavio, the $157B U.S. foodservice market is expected to grow by over 4% CAGR. 

In-warehouse travel is the lynchpin
In a conventional, non-automated selection process, travel represents the majority of the time in 
a DC selectors day. Warehouse workers following an RF-picking process will typically spend more 
time walking or driving between pick locations than they do pulling products from bins, slots or 
racking locations. As illustrated by the diagram below, hands-free voice technology can significantly 
reduce time at the pick face, but it does not address the travel time between selections.

For years, DCs have devoted significant efforts to reducing travel through software solutions like 
slotting, conventional automation, and lean process initiatives. Those efforts are taking on new 
urgency as ecommerce growth boosts labor demand.

Hands-free picking saves time at the pick face
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Process engineering
The most common process-related solution to the travel challenge 
is to split order lines by zone (based on product velocity, type/size, 
etc.), and to optimize pick processes in the various pick zones.

Many DCs place their fastest moving piece pick items in pick 
modules with flow rack and conveyors. It’s not unusual for workers 
in a pick module using voice in a bucket brigade process to pick 
hundreds of lines per hour. Some Lucas customers hit 1000 picks 
per hour in high-density pick operations.

Slower-moving items may be match or cluster picked so users can 
pick multiple orders to a cart or pallet on a single trip through a 
warehouse zone. Moving from single order picking to matching 
can dramatically reduce travel by increasing pick density (i.e., the 
number of picks per unit of travel).

Conventional material handling solutions often complement these 
process approaches to travel reduction.

Traditional material handling
Conveyors eliminate the long trips from picking areas to packing 
or shipping docks, and automated sortation systems improve the 
efficiency and accuracy of assembling orders picked in multiple 
zones.

Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) provide an alternative to 
conveyors for transporting products over long distances. First 
introduced in the 1980s and 1990s, AGVs have evolved from track-
guided systems to wire- and light-guided systems that follow set 
travel paths, eliminating travel from picking to staging areas.

As noted below, autonomous mobile robots take this travel reduction 
strategy to a new level with robots that can operate anywhere  
in a DC.

Tried and true in-warehouse travel reduction 
strategies
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Slotting software also goes hand-in-hand with process optimization efforts by determining which 
products should be placed in which warehouse locations in order to improve overall warehouse 
efficiency. The key objective of slotting programs is to optimize product positioning, but not solely 
to reduce travel in picking.

Slotting solutions are based on highly engineered models of a facility that account for product 
flow and picking processes, product attributes (including physical characteristics and sales 
volumes/velocity), and storage types, among other factors. Periodic or selective re-slotting (or 
slot maintenance), focuses on regularly moving products to maintain efficiency and reduce travel, 
among other goals.

Machine learning technology offers a new approach to making slotting a dynamic process which is 
a better alternative to manual, labor intensive warehouse modeling and top-to-bottom re-slotting. 
In this new dynamic approach, machine learning algorithms analyze the wealth of data generated 
in DC operations to recommend slotting changes on an on-going basis.

This is similar to slot maintenance but without the consulting and engineering costs of traditional 
slotting solutions. 

Slotting
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Lucas Systems has taken a different approach to reducing travel that builds on lean process 
engineering and applies AI-based optimization technologies embodied in Jennifer™  - the brains 
and orchestration engine of Lucas.

Jennifer™ increases selection density and reduces travel in selection and other travel-intensive 
DC activities. Additionally, AI-based optimization with Jennifer™ does not require any changes 
to warehouse layouts or storage systems, and the upfront investment cost is a fraction of robotic 
picking solutions. In addition, Jennifer™ simultaneously optimizes the travel of robots side by side 
with people.

Using AI to optimize DC processes has proven to be powerful in foodservice distribution pick-to-
pallet operations. Many customers report doubling productivity without any fundamental changes 
to their selection processes. Although the biggest productivity gains are seen in each picking, 
significant gains can be made in case picking, replenishment, and other activities where workers are 
visiting many locations per work assignment. In grocery and foodservice DCs, AI-based optimization 
has demonstrated in-warehouse travel savings of 15-30% in case pick to pallet applications.

Jennifer™ reduces travel through two main components – 
Intelligent pallet matching and path optimization.

A software approach to reducing in-warehouse 
worker travel: AI-based optimization
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Intelligent pallet matching
Jennifer™ uses order, inventory, and location information from the WMS 
and other systems and applies AI-based algorithms to create optimized 
assignments. Unlike simple route-based pallet sequencing in a WMS, 
Jennifer™ considers order priority, selection location, travel cost, product 
attributes, and other factors to create optimal multi-pallet units of work. 

Jennifer™ evaluates millions of potential combinations to determine the “best 
match” or grouping of work from among the available pallets. The math 
behind this is daunting. If 1000 pallets are available for matching, and you 
are trying to create matches of three pallets, there are more than 16 million 
possible combinations. Jennifer™ runs through the combinations in less than 
a second as users on the floor request work.

Path optimization
Traditional picking systems use simple pick sequences that direct 
workers up one aisle and down the next in a snaking pattern. Jennifer™ 
path optimization algorithms use a virtual map of a facility to compute 
an ideal travel path that does not follow a strict location sequence. 
The algorithms take account of a user’s starting and end points, aisle 
travel restrictions (one-way aisles, for example) and other factors. Path 
optimization is applicable to picking, replenishment and other activities 
where individual work assignments span widely dispersed locations.

Results
Intelligent pallet matching  and path optimization have reduced travel 30-
70 percent compared to current processes and pick paths. A number of 
Lucas customers have more than doubled pick rates in cart pick operations 
and grocery and foodservice DCs have seen 15-30 percent savings in travel  
time in case pick applications, which often translates to 8-15 percent 
productivity gains.

In addition to the productivity benefits, Jennifer™ also supports waveless 
order picking (sometimes called “order streaming”) through dynamic 
prioritization. In effect, rather than processing orders by wave Jennifer™ 
continuously reprioritizes, matches, and releases work as new orders  
are received.
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Many foodservice DCs have maxed out their productivity gains and travel savings through process 
design and improved slotting. And given today’s changing market factors, most facilities are looking 
for other ways to eliminate travel that don’t require fixed, inflexible automation systems. Many are 
investigating robotic systems that offer a more cost-effective, flexible, and scalable alternative to 
traditional material handling systems.

Lucas attacks the travel challenge in a novel way, in many cases doubling productivity without 
requiring any changes to warehouse layouts or storage systems. It represents a low-risk, high-
return solution for reducing travel that can be implemented quickly and at a far lower cost than 
automation. In addition, the technology can be used to optimize the work of people alongside 
robots, allowing DCs to add AMRs where they make the most sense today.

A faster and better way to driving foodservice  
DC performance improvements

About Lucas Systems

Lucas Systems helps companies transform 
their distribution center operations and 
continuously adapt to changing market 
dynamics. We dramatically increase worker 
productivity, operational agility, and customer 
satisfaction.

Our solutions are built on 24-plus years of deep 
process expertise and smart software using AI 
and voice technologies.  Our solutions feature 
Jennifer™, the brain, voice, and orchestration 
engine that drives performance improvement 
gains. Make the smartest moves at the lowest  
cost with Jennifer™.

Lucas Systems, Inc. • 150 North Meadows Drive • Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 940-7000 • Lucasware.com7

Learn More
For additional information, or to learn how Lucas AI-based optimization could 
work in your operation, access the following resources:

View the video AI-Based Travel Optimization

https://www.lucasware.com/knowledge-center/ai-based-travel-optimization/

